Introduction
of source media on the PSAA-vs-distance graph (Fig. 4) .
The PSAA value at each structure lo cation (city, town, or area) can be pre dicted by finding IfSAA as a function of distance ( Fig. 4) and applying the yield and DOB scaling factors. cracked. He also finds that the crack con tains spider webs and athicklaver of dust. The event occurred three days ago. The wall was obviously not cracked by the event. Figure 5 was developed with the reliable data from past nuclear events; it does not in clude data from Salmon. Data from the NTS events that produced only one complaint in a town or city are not considered since they would not reflect the actual PSAA required to cause one complaint. The Benham and Jorum claim points are not plotted as they would not provide appropriate data for pre diction of future claims. The method described in the preceding paragraphs is a rapid means of predicting seismic damage from underground nuciear explosions. The principal factors affecting the number of complaints and claims are number of structures, magni tude of the ground motion (determined by
The author wishes to express his thanks and gratitude to Dr. W. J. Hannon for his continuing helpful suggestions To obtain a dollar estimate of the damages, multiply the number of paid claims by $400, the average cost to settle past claims. This figure does not reflect administrative costs associated with settling the claims; preshot formal safety investigations; preshot structural surveys; or claims for closing down mines, railroads, and industry during the time of firing the shot.
PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS
Although psychological factors can affect the number of complaints, the psychological effect cannot be predicted. Jackson and King discuss these factors in their papers. A public relations program must be established to describe the seismic probability of dam ages, Plowshare progress, expected benefits, and the procedures to be followed in the event of seismic damage. An effective program should decrease the number of complaints. the yield), DOB, source media, distance between source and structures, and psychological conditions. The method is based on recorded ground motions and corresponding seismic damages from nuclear explosions. It does not include any inherent conservatism.
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